Exponential Stabilization of Memristive Neural Networks via Saturating Sampled-Data Control.
This paper is concerned with the exponential stabilization of memristive neural networks (MNNs) by taking into account the sampled-data control and actuator saturation. On the one hand, the MNNs are converted into a tractable model by defining a class of logical switched functions. Based on this model, the connection weights of MNNs are dealt with by a robust analysis method. On the other hand, a saturating sampled-data controller containing an exponentially decaying term is designed. With the help of generalized sector condition and the Lyapunov stability theory, a novel sufficient condition ensuring the local exponential stability of the closed-loop systems is formulated in terms of linear matrix inequalities. In addition, three optimization problems are given to design the control gain with the aims of enlarging the sampling interval, expanding the estimation of the domain of attraction, and minimizing the size of actuators, while preserving the stability of the closed-loop systems. Two numerical examples are provided to illustrate the effectiveness of the obtained theoretical results.